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Abstract
This document is going to collect corrigenda to my publications. I got this (very good!) idea from
a very similar document maintained by Stefan Gerhold at TU Wien. In particular, typographical and
similar errors will be marked in blue while explanatory comments and addenda will be labeled green.
Unfortunately, the existence problem for errors is not very pleasant, e.g., suppose each written page is
correct with 99% probability and the page count is x pages total then P(“no errors at all”) = (0.99)x .
Unfortunately, this function decays a lot quicker than one would like. Hence, the existence of this
document is certainly helpful for readers. Please send me any errors or typos you find and I am going to
include them here; please make sure you know precisely, how a correct version should read to avoid false
alarms.
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• [2]: In formula (12), replace −2gxy by −2gxy
.

• [3]: In Section 9, the numerical value for the lag “k = 0.002” should be read as “time lag δt = 0.002” to
be consistent with the formula for R(k) in the notation, i.e., the lag is the time lag, which corresponds
to an index step k in the formula for R(k).
• [1]: On page 3 of the article, the reference [?,36] is incorrect. The question mark should reference to
[5].
• [4]: On page 4, replace in the definition of Pr the conditioning “x∗j = r” by “x∗j ≤ r”.
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